The purpose of this paper is to construct the "sheaf" of 2-hyperfunctions at the boundary along an involutive submanifold and to generalize the notion of microhyperbolicity at the boundary. Let M be a real analytic manifold, X a complexification of M, and let Q be an open subset of M with C w -boundary N. Let Fbe a conic involutive submanifold of T^X which intersects transversally to N x T%f X with regular involutive intersection. Then we define the complex of ^j-Modules $ 2 $ x °f 2-hyperfunctions at the boundary along V, which appears to be a useful tool in studying noncharacteristic boundary value problems. Remark that the complex ^Q\ X was fi rst introduced by P. Schapira [S 3] for the microlocal study of boundary value problems. Next we introduce the notion of O-F-hyperbolicity of a system M of microdifferential equations and prove that it implies "propagation of zeros up to the boundary" of cohomology groups of the complex Rjf#m Sx (Jt, 
(1-2) Mx(^) and an isomorphism Refer to [K-S2] for the details about microlocalization, functors and the notation that we use in this paper. §2. The Complex %
Q]X
In this section we assume that M is a real analytic manifold of product type M = M' x L with complexification X = X' x Z and dimension n = n l + n 2 . We denote by (9 X the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X, and & x the sheaf of microdifferential operators on T*X. For a locally closed set A' a M', we put A =A' x L and define 
Then any germ 0 of complex contact transformation at p preserving T^> X' x L and (A xT^X)®N*(A) a (resp. (A x T&X) © N*(A)) may be quantized to quasi-isomorphisms of complexes
Proof. We first note that 0 preserves Int(v4) x T^X, the J-symplectic 
Now let 0: D + (X; p) -+D
+ (X ; 0(p)) be a quantized contact transformation over (/) with shift n (cf. [K-S2] We have SS(JF| y ) c JV*(5) a (resp.SS(^"| y ) c N*(S)) at p, and therefore (2.7) #"lr^(#"Wi, (resp.Jn y^R r^] y )).
We observe now that, for a system of neighborhoods U of x, U ft Bis contractible due to (2.4). From this and from the simpleness of 3F in B x T^ X, we get
From (2.6)-(2.8) the conclusion follows.
We choose now A = M in (2.1)-(2.3). Then ^M\ X (resp. $M\ X ) i § nothing but the sheaf of 
is concentrated in degree 0 and intrinsically defined on Tj^F^ Tf^X' x Tf Z (resp. F); moreover the canonical morphism (2.9) %M\f*M,X'xL^@M\X is injective, where ^M is the sheaf of Sato's microfunctions. Next we consider the complexes $x\ x and ^\ x for a closed analytic submanifold N = N' x Lof M = M' x Lof codimension d > 1. ^^(resp.^j^) is concentrated in degree 0 and intrinsically defined on T^X' x L (resp. on T% NiX , xL (f%,X' x Z) ^ f^X' x TfZ).
Moreover there is a natural injective morphism ixIr^'xL ->^,x(cf- [K-K] as for V N}X ).
The injectivity of this morphism can be proved by reducing it to that of the morphism ^M\ v -* ^((2.9)).
We now describe the stalks of W^x* ^M\X by means of cohomology groups of @ x in degree 1. We take a system of local coordinates
We set (2.10)
and take a point
With these notations we introduce contact transformations c/> 1 on T* X' \ T^ X'
o and 02 on r*Z which transform
and^ ( Pi) = (0; idz ni ), 0 2 (p 2 ) = (0; idw B2 ).
We then quantize c/) 1 on T* X and thus get isomorphisms
where we identify (T^X' x Z, T%,X' x Z) and (Tf GM X, Tf GN X) via (j) l x id r * z from a neighborhood of (p 1? (w; 0)) to a neighborhood of (<j) l (p x ), (w; 0)). Next we quantize <£ 2 on T*(ff Gk X' x Z) ^ T* Tab^' x T * z and 8
"' x / "^r for W(resp. W M ) ranging through the family of neighborhoods of (0, 0) (resp. of 
is exact. Thus from (2.15) we obtain our basic representation
In similar way one proves that Thus u -w is holomorphic in X\G M and also in {(z, w)eZ x Z; Imz Ml > (Imz") 2 , Imw n2 -(Imw') 2 = e, |Imz r | < (5}(Ve « 1 and for 6 = d e ). Applying the Bochner's theorem to M -w in the variables (z' 5 w n2 ) one then sees that u extends uniquely to X\G N as a solution of dw =/.
Next by the same argument in the variables (z',z ni ) one proves that u extends also to a neighborhood of dG N n (X r x D) as a solution of 3w = /. In conclusion / is exact in a set of type W N which proves the lemma.
We note that by applying /u r * X ' XL ( ) ® &> L/z [n 2 ] ( res P-R^r*;rxL( )® co L/z [n 2 ]) to the natural morphism
This morphism is clearly compatible with (2.18).
(ii) Sections of ^N\X^ ^N\X ^a ve tne unique continuation property along the
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows;
(^L being the projection T* X ' x TJ Z -» T* Jf ' x L). Thus it is enough to prove the theorem for ^\ x on T* X' x Tf Z. We use now the trick of the dummy variable due to Kashiwara. We put M' = M' x R, JT = ^T' x C, Y' = Y ' x C, and set M = M' x L and so on. We denote
and denote by t the new variable in R (or C). Then we have an exact
The rows of this diagram are obtained by microlocalizing the short exact sequence 0->0-U0-fl-*0, where j denotes the embedding X c; X . Because of (2. On the other hand we have Sato's triangle for #5^:
By this triangle, (ii) and (iii) follows from (i) and (ii)'.
Remark 2,7. The morphism is not injective. In fact let cod M N = 1 3 dim L= 1, set Apply the functor R 3F#*n Sx (Jt, ) and take the 0-th cohomology. Then the first vertical (resp. the second horizontal) arrow becomes injective by the watermelon-cut theorem (cf.
[S3]) (resp. by the division formulas for ^N\ $N\X( = Lemma 2.9 below)) and by the injectivity of the morphism ^N\ Y \f*
The case d > 1 : We have
by Lemma 2.9. Thus we get isomorphisms
The injectivity of (2.28) then follows from the injectivity of ^M\f* Mr x'xL^ ^M\X ((2.9)). The proof is complete. At the end of this section we remark that our ^2 Q \x can be defined for some class of involutive submanifolds V of T^X. (x = n(p) ) with #<£C p (char J(, V) . Then by (3.9) and by the microlocal Holmgren theorem due to Kashiwara (cf. [K] , [B] ), one gets the vanishing of the 0-th cohomology of (3.1). The cohomology of degree ^ 1 is not necessarily 0 in this case. Then M is Q-regular at p in the sense of [S 3] , that is, the natural restriction map is injective.
Proof. The statement is independent of the choice of a system of homogeneous symplectic coordinates of T^X (cf. [Kat] , [U2]). Hence it is enough to prove it in the case of (2.33). Then this is a corollary of Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 3.1 (resp. Remark 3.3) for d = 1 (resp. d ^ 2).
Remark 3.5, In this corollary we do not need to assume that V and V x N be regular, using the trick of a dummy variable due to Kashiwara. This result comprises as special cases O-regularity of Q -hyperbolic and that of nonmicrocharacteristic systems (cf. [S 2] , [S-Z 1, 2] ). where m is an integer > 2, Q^t, x') (i, j = 2, • • • , k) is a real valued C^-function in (t, x')eR fe such that Q tj = Q jt and the symmetric matrix (Qij(t 9 x'))^j =2 is positive semi-definite for any t > 0 and x'eR*" 1 , B(x, D") is a differential operator of the second order, and R(x, D) is a lower order term. Then Ji = @ X /@ X P satisfies the condition (3.10).
